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Resumod Business was a natural next 
step for Resumod’s client app which 
helps professionals with resumes, 
analysis and job search. 

With a state of the art resume 
parser, top notch search-and-match 
functionality, and  ChatGPT AI 
integrated, Resumod Business can be 
the fuel your recruitment process 
needs. 

Resumod business helps you cut 
down resume processing time, 
standardize and brand all resumes, 
and filter the right candidates – all 
within seconds.

Rajat Vashishta,
Founder, Resumod.co



ABOUT US

Resumes that take you places!

Website: https://resumod.co

Resumod.co is a Resume Parsing, Building and
Analysis software with AI at its core. It was
launched in 2019 by the founders of global
resume writing business GetSetResumes.
Currently Resumod is used by over 100,000 job
seekers from 160+ countries as well as by
businesses in India and UK.

BUSINESS OFFERING

Our parser allows 
indexing of every resume 
which makes it easier to 
match resumes with 
target Job Descriptions 
and return a filtered 
result sorted by 
relevance.

If you run a Recruitment Business or your organization has a recruitment process where
HRs run through hundreds of resumes every day, Resumod can help you cut down
costs through its business offerings.

With ChatGPT+ inbuilt, 
and access to a huge 
database, Resumod gives 
you unlimited options to 
enhance a resume with 
relevant keywords and 
skill sets. You also get 
grammar and contextual 
check.

Our state of the art parser 
reads and reformats any 
resume with a 85% 
accuracy within seconds. 
This gives you a standard 
business format for all 
resumes. Moreover you get 
the additional benefit of 
masking info and 
rebranding the resume with 
your logo.

PARSING, 
REFORMATTING, 
REBRANDING

RESUME
ENHANCEMENT

SEARCH, 
MATCH & SORT

https://resumod.co/


DETAILED FEATURE LIST

Customised Resume 
Templates for your 
business, with your logo.

Option to mask or hide 
specific information from 
the resume.

Multiple agent 
logins. Secure OTP 
based access. 

Data Security guaranteed. Option 
to enable file / JSON data 
deletion within 3-30 days of 
usage. No files stored on servers. 
All deployments on AWS and 
MongoDB.

Resume Parsing & 
Reformatting capability 
with 85% accuracy. 

Grammar & Spell Check 
along with contextual 
check. Also available for 
non-English Resumes.

Option to Review & 
Edit each resume 
before finalisation.

Dashboard with functionality to 
add agents, upload multiple 
resumes, assign labels, add notes, 
bulk download, generate reports.

Option to use Pre-Generated 
Content / Skills in resumes. 
Integrated with AI to generate 
new content and enhance resume 
quality.

Job Matching & Resume Scoring / 
Sorting to increase the qualitative 
selection of candidates while 
saving 100s of hours.

Auto picking of Skills 
from Resume, without 
manual effort.



CASE STUDY

How a a New York-based information technology and 
consulting company with 13000 employees cut costs and sped 
up its recruitment process through Resumod Business.

*client name confidential in accordance with NDA

PROBLEM

The business in question works in 13 countries and has a vast recruitment process 
spanning multiple timezones. Consequently recruiters work round the clock in 
shortlisting candidate resumes and sharing them with analysts for reformatting and 
uploading to client portal. The India team also works round the clock in 3 shifts to 
deliver resumes. 

During peak season, the business sees 300-500 resumes a day and a team of 25-30 
analysts is needed to support this demand.

HOW RESUMOD HELPED

1. Resumod provided the analyst team with a Dashboard, In-built parser and builder. 
2. Dashboard supports multiple agent logins, along with an email inbox where 

recruiters can directly send resumes that need to be processed. 
3. Agents can parse and reformat 100 resumes in one go through bulk (zip) upload as 

well as email upload.
4. Parser uses advanced skills taxonomy to identify and auto pick skills from resumes 

and list them down. Parser also calculates total years of experience. 
5. Builder provides additional functionality to check and review each resume.
6. Dashboard provides functionality to use labels, filters, sort and mark resumes.

RESULTS

50% decrease 
in Manpower Cost

Team size optimized from 
25 to 12 agents

67% decrease 
in Resume 
Processing Time

From 60 min to 20 min.

2x increase 
in productivity/agent

Calculated on the basis of new 
enhancements, auto picking of 
skills, and AI suggestions



For Businesses

Contact us to  
optimize your

Recruitment Business
and close positions 

FASTER!

www.resumod.co/business
+91 9711988383
biz@resumod.co

C-2, Sector 1, Noida 201301, 
UP, India


